In this paper, the traveling waves of the a KPI equation be investigated. These traveling waves contain periodic blow-up waves, periodic waves, blow-up wave and solitary wave. Under fixed parameter conditions, their exact expressions are given.
Introduction and main results
The well known Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP) equation [1] with , is a universal model for the propagation of weakly nonlinear dispersive long waves which are essentially one directional, with weak transverse effects. When , Eq. (1.1) is usually called KPI, while for , it is usually called KPII. The KP equation also arises naturally in many other applications, particularly in plasma physics, gas dynamics, and elsewhere.
Khalfallah [2] has applied the homogeneous balance method to look for exact solutions of the KPI. Sinelshchikov [3] demonstrate that four solutions from 13 of the KPI obtained by Khalfallah [2] are wrong and do not satisfy the equation. In this paper, we employ the method of dynamical systems [4] [5] [6] [7] to investigate the traveling waves of the KPI.
In order to state our main results conveniently, for given constant , let and Thus and Taking  we have  and  Thus and Substituting these data into (1.6), on plane we draw a periodic blow up wave graph as Fig.1 (a) Taking we have and Substituting these data into (1.11), on plane we draw a periodic blow up wave graph as Fig.1 (b) .
Taking we have and Thus Substituting these data into (1.9) and(1.10), on plane we draw a periodic blow up wave graph as Fig.1 (c) and a periodic wave graph as Fig.1 (d) .
Taking we have and Substituting these data into (1.7) and (1.8), on plane we draw a blow up wave graph as Fig.1 (e) and a solitary wave graph as Fig.1 (f) . 
(a). , (b). , (c) , (d). , (e). (f) .

Preliminary
For given constant , substituting and in KPI, it follows that Fig.1 (a,b,c) ), blow-up wave (see Fig.1 (e) ), smooth periodic waves (see Fig.1 (d) ) and solitary wave (see Fig.1 (f) ). Compare the previous results, periodic blow-up waves and blow-up wave are new.
